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This bold and beautiful comic is full of sassy club-singing sisters who you don't wanna mess
with…Introducing: Pinky, Sweets, Blackie, McQualude, and Wanda. Together they form the
Mean Girls Club, a menacing powerhouse of ruthless rebels.Ryan Heshka creates a subversive
comic that re-interprets images of the stereotypical 50's female and gives new and defiant voice
to these ladies of leisure.

"Ryan Heshka’s new release from Nobrow Press (as part of their wonderful 17 x 23 series) is
going to blow your mind."—Boingboing"The Mean Girls Club is a subversive look at the clichés
of Hollywood’s Golden Age wild on a pink tinted acid trip. While it is a quick and light read, this
one-shot will make you a lifetime member of the Mean Girls Club."—Previews Indie Edge"The
story is fun. It’s a blast to read […] I would 100% recommend this to people to check out."—
Comic Bastards“It’s honestly batshit crazy in the best way possible” – Women Write About
Comics“Ryan Heshka’s Mean Girls Club is a short, adorably, ridiculously amoral tale […] would
make a great gift for the bad-girl lover in your home”. – Okazu"Ryan Heshka plays on the clichés
of 1950s Hollywood noir. He subverts the sadomasochistic high-heeled, overly made up
wannabe movie stars sirens of the time (think LA Confidential on acid?) and turns it up to levels
of ear-drum busting craziness." –Down the TubesAbout the AuthorBased in Vancouver, Ryan
Heshka is a self-taught artist and illustrator. His childhood influences of antiquated comics, pin-
ups, pulp magazines, sci-fi, natural history, music and movies persist to this day, and his
paintings are full of pop-culture references through the ages. Ryan primarily works in acrylic
paint on wood panel, frequently embellishing with cuttings from pulp magazines. Ryan has
exhibited extensively across Europe and North America including at Roq la Rue in Seattle and
the Jonathan Levine Gallery in New York.
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Marc, “Sexy. Pulp. Mayhem.. Mean Girls Club is charming and sinister. Depraved women
unleash their wrath on the innocent public.The nostalgic pinup art work is so well done and so
funny! The Mean Girls are stuffed into impossibly tight, shiny skirts, barely breathable tops, and
heels so high, the girls must walk on their tippy toes to wear them. Clothes that would restrict
mere mortals like straight jackets serve as their superhero costumes...or rather super villain
costumes. These bitches are a bad to the bone! There is no real plot, just a series visually
stunning exploits in a day of the life of the Mean Girls. At 24 pages, it's a very short ride. But just
like a roller coaster, its the thrills that make the ride, not the time. At a thrill a page, Mean Girls
Club is worth it!”

Melonia, “Beautifully Printed. I would actually recommend this comic over the hardcover book.
This comic works on so many levels whereas the hardcover had a story that seemed more
contrived. The artwork is better in the comic too. And the color printing is interesting.”

Doug H, “absolutely love the colours and the classic pin-up style. The artwork is phenomenal,
absolutely love the colours and the classic pin-up style! I definitely wish it was longer or there
were more stories about the characters but all in all a great purchase for anyone who can
appreciate something almost inspired by american traditional art.”

A. Consumer, “Nice print quality. Really fun comic. Great print quality. I bought it as a gift and the
recipient loved it.”

Miranda S., “Wacky Story, Wonderful Art. Ryan Heshka's work is superb and I'm so glad he
decided to create a comic based on one of his best pieces. This is a quick read, the story is
whimsical yet dark, lovers of black comedy or pulp art will enjoy this.”

Jon Rollins, “The point of this book is to feature the art .... The point of this book is to feature the
art and design of Ryan Heshka, which is superb.  Looking forward to his next project.”

R. E. S., “a special comic.. Even tho overpriced and short, it is a special comic. A one shot
wonderstory, Mean Girls Club, is worth reading indeed and having just a great pamphlet.”

Tony, “I like Heshka's artwork. I like Heshka's artwork and humor. His graphics are pleasing to
me and I will purchase some of his other books.”

Miss AJ  Westrop, “Five Stars. Excellent. The drawings are beautiful and it is a good read too.”

peterpan, “Me encanta. Me encanta este ilustrador, y este cómic merece la pena.Lo compré



para un regalo y ha sido un éxito. Lástima que sólo hayan editado con encuadernación rústica
(tapa blanda). Si hubiese un formato en tapa dura y algo más grande, no hubiese dudado en
elegirlo.”

Marco Ciompi, “FANTASTIC. This is absolutely FANTASTICThe story is catchy,and the drawing
is just MARVELOUS!A must to have”

Jerry, “Ottimo acquisto. Acquistato per un regalo è stato molto apprezzato.”

The book by Christian Art Gifts has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 39 people have provided feedback.
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